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Recursive Algorithms for the Matrix Padé Problem

By Adhemar Bultheel

Abstract.   A matrix triangularization interpretation is given for the recursive algo-

rithms computing the Padé approximants along a certain path in the Padé table,

which makes it possible to unify all known algorithms in this field [5], [6].   For

the normal Padé table, all these results carry over to the matrix Padé problem in a

straightforward way.   Additional features, resulting from the noncommutativity are

investigated.   A generalization of the Trench-Zohar algorithm and related recursions

are studied in greater detail.

1.  Introduction.  Let K[z] be the set of formal power series over a ring K with

indeterminate z.   For ease of exposition, we restrict K to be the ring of n x n matri-

ces, though a more general setting is possible [3].

Let d Piz) denote the degree of a matrix polynomial Piz) and ord Ziz) the or-

der of a formal power series Z(z), i.e.

N

d°Piz) = N o Piz) = £ pkzk,      pN*0,pkGK,k = 0,l,...,N,
fc=0

and

00

ord Ziz) = Mo Ziz) =  £ rkzk,      rM # 0, rk Ê K, k = M, M + 1, ... -
k-M

For given nonnegative integers M and N, and some F(z) G K[z], the right Padé

approximation problem consists in finding two matrix polynomials F*MI   ' (z) and

QlMM(z) such that

"(a) d°plM'NHz) < M, d°Q}MlN\z) < N,

(b) P[M/N]iz) and ßlM^l(z) have no common right divisor of degree > 0,

(c) the right (Ä-) residual Z[M/N]iz), defined by

ZIM/N ] (z) = F{z)Q[ M IN ] (z) _ plM/N ] (z)

satisfies

ord Z[M/N] (z) >M + N+ I,   and

|_(d) the constant term ql0M/N] of ß[M/7V1(z) equals /.
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876 ADHEMAR BULTHEEL

(p[M/JV](z))(ß[M/7V](z)rl is denote(j hyA[M/N](z) and js cal]ed the (jtfj N) right

Padé approximant (RPA) of F(z).   Such RPA's need not exist for all M, N > 0; but

for ease in exposition, we suppose they all do.

Suppose Fiz) = Zk=0fkzk is given and that for two integers M and N we have

the following expansions of R-numerator, Ä-denominator and Ä-residual of the (M, N)

RPA of Fiz)

PIM/N](z)= £ p[Mmzkt      q[m/n]{z)= £ ql*mz*t   and

¡fc=0 fc=0

ZIM/N],Z\=   y  r[M/N]zM+N+l + k

¡fc=0

Requirement (c) boils down to the following block system of equations:

T[M/N]

jiM/N]

jiM/N]

Q[M/N] _

plM/N]

0

0

+ Z[M,N]      withZ[M/iV]

0

0

R[M/N]

which is a shorthand notation for

(1)

r/o

/,

'M

Îm + 2

Îm+n

Ím+n+i

?M+N+2

/o

¡M-l

/m + 1 /jAi Ím-n+i

ilM

Ím+i

qwm

AM IN]
Qn

plM/N]

pÍM/N]

p{MIN]

+

r[M/N]

AM/N]'1
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The R-numerator coefficients in p^MlN^ and the R-residual coefficients in

R[M,N]  may be recovered iwmP[M/N]  = TIM/N]QIM/N]  anáRÍM/N]  =

TIM/n]q[M/N]> once qIM/n] is knowIlm  The denominator coefficients must satisfy

qlMM =/   and    j^/NIqIM/N] m Q

where 1^*1   ' has dimension Nn x (TV + 1)« and 0 has dimension Nn x n.   Equiva-

lent forms of this set of equations are

(2a)        T[MiN-i][q[MiN] ...qwmy = -[fM+l ■■■fM+NV,

(2b) tIm+i/n]qIm/n] __ [o ... o AM/N]] r        ^W^l = /,

and

(2c) r(Ai/iV]ß[A//iV] = [pjAf/iV] o • • • 0]f,        4^*1 = /,

where the superscript r denotes the block transpose of a block matrix and

\fi; ■ ■ fi-j
T[i/j] _ I : *-.   :

\fi+j--:fi _

(A negatively indexed /must be taken as zero.)

Equation (2a) has a solution if

for I,J>0.

TlM/N-l]      and jiM/N-1]

JM+1

fM+N

have the same rank.  Clearly, det f^MlN  1 ' # 0 is a sufficient, but not a necessary,

condition for this to happen.  However, to avoid any possible difficulty, let us suppose

that Fiz) is such that det T[M/N] =£ 0 for all M,N>0, which we call the Ä-normality

condition.  It implies e.g. that f0 is nonsingular, so that the inverse formal power series

Fiz)'1 exists.  It also implies that q¡$"NK pj[f/N], pl0M/N] and r\,M/N] are all non-

singular for M and N > 0.  Consequently, we could, instead of the normalizing condi-

tion q\,M/N^ = I in (d), also consider a monic normalization for the R-denominator or

a monic or comonic normalization for the R-numerator.  Indeed, the purpose of (d) is

to guarantee that iQ^MIN^iz))~l exists (therefore, q\^,N^ should be nonsingular) and

to pin down the arbitrary constant right factor that remains as a degree of freedom in

the R-numerator and Ä-denominator if only (a), (b) and (c) were imposed.  From now

on we use as a normalizing condition either (dl) q\,M^N' = I (comonic normalization)

or (d2) q\^/N^ = / (monic normalization).

The foregoing can be adapted for a left Padé approximant (LPA).  If we use the

same notations as for the RPA, but transfer the superscript [M/N] from right to left,

then the LPA equals e.g. [M^U(z) = (!*/*'ßfc))-1^*7*1^)) and the ¿-numera-

tor lM'N*P(z) and the ¿-denominator [M'N]Qiz) must satisfy
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V) d0lM'N¡Piz) < M, d°lM'N)Qiz) < N,

(bí)    IM/N]^ and IM/N]q^ have no common left divisor of degree > 0;

(cf) the I-residual lM'N*Ziz) = ^M'N^Q{z)F{z) - lMWp{z) satisfies

ordlM/N ] Ziz) > M + N + 1    and

(df)  '^^I^q = / for a comonic normalization or ^M/N^qN = I for a monic

normalization.

The analog of system (2a) is

(2a0 [I*/»!«, -• ^»«jrl|Jf',r-1,r--[/if+1 .»/*+*]

^ [Aí//v]rr = r[M//v]    ^g block systems Ça) and (2af) are essentially different

since iBCy # Cf5f for general block matrices B and C.

Some further notational conventions and definitions are resumed. / denotes the

block permutation matrix

"o   /

with I the n x n identity matrix and J of appropriate dimensions.

For a block column vector V, V is the block reciprocal vector: V = JV.

[0] denotes an empty matrix, i.e. matrix of dimension n x 0, Ox« or 0x0

as will be appropriate.

If Siz) is a formal power series or a polynomial, then by S (without an argu-

ment) we mean the corresponding block column vector of its coefficients.

e-, / = 0, 1, 2, ..., are the block unit vectors.  e¡ is a block column vector of an

appropriate number of 0n Xn blocks, except for the /th block row, which is In Xn.

The chopping operators ~l and J are defined as

~1 = [Okj e2   ■• eN]    and    J = [el e2 •■■ eN\0].

A square block matrix W is called block persymmetric if JWfJ = W.   A block

Toeplitz matrix is an example of a block persymmetric matrix.   Remark that although,

in general, there is no relation between the rank of a block matrix W and the rank of

W', it is clear that for a block persymmetric matrix T, T* = JTJ and T have the same

rank.  Consequently, the R-normality condition coincides with its i-dual version.

It takes little effort to prove that [M/7VU(z) = AlM/N](z) (see e.g. [3]), so

that we can use [M/N] to denote the (A/, N) Padé approximant (PA) without L- or

R-specification.  If the normality condition is satisfied, then all the PA's [M/N],

M, N > 0, exist and they can be arranged in a matrix having [M/N] at the intersec-

tion of row M and column N   This matrix is called the Padé table of Fiz).  Under the

above conditions F(z) and its Padé table are called normal.

We will give algorithms to find the solutions of (2) or (2f) or of related problems

when the indices M and A^ are varying such that the PA's [M/N] make up certain paths

in the Padé table.   There are L- and R-versions of the algorithms, depending on

whether the L- or Ä-numerators and denominators of the [M/N] are computed.
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We use also the notions of right and left continued fractions (RCF and LCF).

A RCF is denoted by

ai\     a2¡ ^ a

*=ilV

and we mean by it the (ordered) set of convergents {c„}q with cn = PnQn1,n>0,

and

P_! = /,     P0 = «o»    Pi+1 - Pt-i«n. i + P¡bi+1     for i > 0,

(Li =0,   ßo= /.      Qi+1 = ôf_i«/+1 + Q,bi+ ,    for Í > 0.

A LCF is denoted by

+ ,b\+M + oa = £.7tf + «a
fc=l kL

with convergents [nc = nQ  1„P}ô, where

_,/> = /,     0P=0a,    ,+ 1P=/+1al_1P + f+1V    fori>0,

_,ß = 0,   0Ö = /,     i+1o = i+1«/_1ß + /+1iiß   fori>0.

Unless stated otherwise, the nomenclature will have to be understood in block

sense wherever appropriate, e.g. a row will refer to a block row, triangular will mean

block triangular, etc.

2.  Paradiagonals.   Suppose we want to compute the kth paradiagonal of the

Padé table, defined by

p* = {[*+///]}/=<> if*>° andby

vk = {[//-*+/]}/=o   if*<0.

Let us start with k > 0.  Take the systems (2b) with a column permutation,

then we have to solve recursively for / = 0, 1, ...,

(3) çr[k+>+1/Hj)iJQ[k+i/i]) = e//-0fc+///1 =HjYj = eft.

Here and in the following, the right-hand side (RHS) of = will be an abbreviation for

the left-hand side (LHS) where obvious identifications must be made.

The matrices H- are Hankel matrices; and if we rename fk + i +¡ as ny-, / =

0, 1, ..., then we have the following nesting property for the family H-

Hj+i -
'l2j+2

With i/0 = V   Vj  =  IVl   ■■■h2j+l\

The recursive solution of the family of Hankel systems (3) can be found as in the

scalar case (see [5], [6] for details), and you have that for / = 0, 1,2, ...,
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(4)

with

Yi+l =

7-1

0

0

7-17 - T1^/'-7-17-17).

Ak+jlj]
ro

,[fc+/•//']

hi ■

hj+:

'2/

'2/+ 1

7-1

»7

and initial conditions

Y0=I,    r_1 = [0],   r0=V      r'0 = hv    r_,=/,    rl, = 0.

This corresponds to the following triangularization of HN

(5) HN

"••••M.

0
7

r0.
0

>K
— HNUN — LNDN,

N^N'

with£)jy = diag(r0, rv ..., r^) and Z-^ unit lower triangular.   7,- = glfc+'/'l by def-

inition, and from (1) it can be seen that R¡ consists of the first nonzero blocks of

z[k +1/1] ̂  j e tbe r-lrst /y- _ 2.+ j nonzero i?-residual coefficients of [k + i'/i].  It is

not difficult to verify that the ¿-denominator of the PA can be found from a similar

scheme.  If we denote by ,- Y the reciprocal ¿-denominator vector ■ Y = 'fc +,/' ' Q and

by ¡R the first N - i + 1 nonzero rows in the corresponding ¿-residual vector *k+'/''Z,

then

(5-0

0

.Y' HN -

*
r

,Rl

0
•/v'

= LNHN - DNUN,

with D^y- = diag(0r, ,r, ..., ^r) and i/^ unit upper triangular.  The factorization (5f)

corresponds to the one proposed by Rissanen [13].

Notice that

(6)

thus that

(7)

and also

lnhnUn - DN - DN>

HÑl = UNDÑlLN    and   HN = LNDNUN

UN = U^ and T   =/_1^N      ^N   ■
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But now, unlike in the scalar case, i/jy- =£ LN in general.

The above result can be summarized as follows: The ¿- and R-denominators

make up the triangular factors of H^ , while part of the corresponding residuals make

up the triangular factors of HN itself.  Notice also that (6) expresses the biorthogonality

of the reversed ¿- and ./?-denominators.

Besides the LDU factorization of HN, given in (5) and (50, we could also look

for a UDL factorization of this Hankel matrix.  The triangular factors that appear then

are not nested as are the triangulars in (5).  All the nonzero elements depend upon N

Suppose we have

(8)
H,N

* [*r] ." **/ 0
p^

By taking the first column in (8), one obtains a system like (2c).   From this, it can be

seen that Y^ is the reciprocal R-denominator of the PA [k + N + 1/N] with a

monic normalization and Pfc' = [p)y '] is the coefficient of highest degree in the cor-

responding Ä-numerator.  This proves part of the more general result that relates all

the columns YfN^ and P¡N\ i = 0,1.N, in a similar way to the PA's in the anti-

diagonal {[k + 2N + 1 -///] }jL0- This will De explained further in Section 4.

The paradiagonal Vk for /c < 0 can be computed in two ways. Either we first

compute the inverse formal power series F(z)_1, and then the recursion (4) can be

used unaltered or we change the initial conditions of (4) and use the F(z) series again.

Let us explain both possibilities.

If [M/N] is the (M, N) PA of Fiz) with R-denominator ß[Jli/iV1(z) and R-

numerator P^M^N'iz), then from the definitions it follows that, up to some normaliza-

tion, QlM/N]iz) is the R-numerator and piM/N^z) is the R-denominator of the

(N, M) PA of F(z)-1.  The R-denominator recursion in (4) when applied to the

F(z)_1 series is actually an R-numerator recursion for the F(z) series.

The other possibility is to let the derivation of the algorithm for k > 0 go

through, except that [k + ///] as an index is replaced by [j/~k + j] and the initializa-

tions are adapted correspondingly.  The latter have to be

H-i =

0    . f?

/o.f-k-l

>     Hü-

0 /o   /i

/o

Î1 f-k+1

ro ~ [/i '"f-k+il Yo>    ro - [/2 '"f-k+2] ^o>
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and yo is the solution of

¥0= [0_^r0]f

-k

with the last row of Y0 equal to I.   Remark that Y0 is found by simple solution of a

triangular system, which corresponds to finding the first -k + 1 terms of the formal

series for F(z)_1.

Back to k > 0 now. (4) gives recursively the denominators in Vk, but we could

use the same recursion coefficients for the computation of the residual columns.  This

follows e.g. from (5).  The recursion coefficients in (4) only depend upon the diagonal

and lower diagonal of LNDN, defined in (5).  Thus, it seems more natural to compute

the columns of LNDN than to compute the columns of UN. This corresponds to a

continued fraction approach [4].  The recursion follows directly from (4) and (5) and

can be found e.g. in [13].  It is not different from the scalar case [5], [6].  We in

fact then compute the RCF

(9) Plk,o]+zk-iJl±
u,z2

\I +   VyZ \I +   V2Z

with

r,._!    and       v¡ = -rfJi(r¡_i + r¡_2u{).i-2'i-l

There is of course a similar LCF version for the computation of the ¿-numerator and

¿-denominator of the PA.

As an example we give the recursion for the right-hand side R = LNDN of (5).

Call the nonzero part in the rth column of R R¡ for 1 = 0, 1, ..., N, then R¡ consists

of the N - i + 1 first rows of a column vector A{, having 2(/V - i) + 1 elements.  The

recursion for the columns A. is as follows:

2N+2

Ao = [K---h2NY,      r0=h0,r'0 = hl,

and for /' = 0, 1, ..., N - 1,

(io) Ai+1 = "X"K J-W/-i«i+1 + A¡) + JM+1)

ui + l and vi+, as in (9) and r¡ and r\ are the first two elements in A¡. It is an easy

exercise to rewrite this algorithm as a "row-by-row" algorithm so that one need not

fix N beforehand and that the increase of N to N + 1 only requires the computation

of an additional row.  Such an algorithm in the ¿-version can be found in [13, (2.9)].

In the following we will refer to the recursion (4) as an algorithm to compute

the upper-triangular factor UN for H^1, where HN is some given Hankel matrix.  Sim-

ilarly, the recursion (10) will be referred to as an algorithm to compute the lower-

triangular factor LNDN of (5) for a given Hankel matrix HN.
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3. Descending Staircases.  The computation of the staircases

Tk = {[k + ///] ,[k+l+ j/j] }" 0   if k > + 0

and

rk = {[//-* + /], [ii-k +1 + /] }~=0 if * < -o,*

which are interleavings of two adjacent diagonals, introduces no novelty with respect

to the previous section and the scalar case.  The same factorizations as in Section 2

may be obtained for the Hankel matrix Ht, along with a shifted Hankel matrix Hi =

T\k+i+2ii]j (Jt > +0) Qr jg> = T[i + i/-k +i +1 ]j (k < _0)   Remark that {oTk> + 0

HiYi = [0 •• 0 7,]* *>HtYt = [p, 0   •• 0]'.

This proves the assertion about Y^ given after relation (8).

The recursion (4) now falls apart into two steps alternating between Vk and

Vk±1 with ± = sign k.   For more details consult [5].

4. Antidiagonals and Ascending Staircases.  With the same techniques as used in

Section 2, we see that for the computation of the antidiagonals

Ek = {[k-j/j]}j=0    foik>0

the solution of the systems

(/r[k-/7/l)ß[fc-///l = [0 • • • 0 pktj"l]] *,      / - 0, 1, .... *,

= GjQ¡ = e¡Pj   withflf-'//] =/,

are involved.  G- is again a Hankel matrix and system (11) is of the same form as (3).

The recursion (4) remains valid with obvious notational transcriptions.  The factoriza-

tion corresponding to (5) now has another Padé interpretation.  The upper-triangular

factor in the LHS has I as diagonal elements and contains in its columns the unre-

versed and monically normalized R-denominators, while the lower-triangular matrix in

the RHS contains reversed R-numerators.

From their definitions (3) and (11) it follows that the following relation exists

between the Hankel matrices G and H**

H(k) _ Tlk+j+l/j]j _ J(Jjik + 2j+ I-///] y = jG(k + 2j+l)j

Thus, relation (8) becomes

G(k+2i+i)jXj = Jpj

where X is the lower-triangular and P the upper-triangular of (8).  This is a factoriza-

tion of the form (5) and from the above interpretation it follows that the columns of

X are reversed ^-denominators of Vk and that the columns of P are the corresponding

R -numerators.

* A path with negative index in the Padé table is the reflection in the main diagonal of the

corresponding positively indexed path. Since the reflection of T0 is not 7q any more, we distin-

guish between T+q and T_q as above.

**We use a superscript between brackets to indicate the diagonal that is involved.
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The diagonals

Efc = {[//-/-*]}£=o   foik<0

are nothing else but the E_k diagonals in reversed order.  The elements of these diag-

onals can be found by applying the same computations as for the E_fc diagonals on

the Fiz)-1 series.

Remark that the duality emanating from the algorithms (4) and (10) for Vk,

computing the triangular factor in the LHS (denominators) resp. RHS (residuals) of

(5), becomes, when using similar algorithms for Efc, a duality between denominators

(LHS) and numerators (RHS).  The algorithm (4) for E_k ik > 0) using the ^(z)-1

series thus computes the RHS triangular factor of (5) from right to left, instead of

from left to right as algorithm (10) does when computing Ek ik > 0) using the F(z)

series.  The matrix interpretation confirms this result.  Note that Gk = /r'0^', with

TÍ°/fc' a lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix, based on the coefficients of the series Fiz).

The inverse of T^°^k' is again lower-triangular Toeplitz, based on the coefficients in

the series F^z)'1, i.e.

(r[°/fc](F))-1 _ T[o/k](F-iy

Thus, if GkiF)UiF) = ¿(f) with U upper- and ¿ lower-triangular, then

JUiF)J = iJiGkiF)y1J)iJLiFy).

Compare this with

LiF-1) = GkiF'1)UiF-1),

then it follows that

JUiF)J = ¿(F~1 )    and   /¿(F)/ = U(F~1 ).

The ascending staircases, defined as

Uk = {{[k- ///], [* - 1 - ///] }p¿ , [0/k]}    foxk> 0,

and

Ufc = {{[//"*-/], [//-*-/-1]}£-,?. [-*/0]}    for*<0,

can again be handled in a similar way.  Like for the diagonals, the algorithms are

directly transcribed from the scalar case [5], [6].

5.   Rows, Sawteeth and Related Algorithms.   For the row Lk = {[k/j] }°!=0

ik > 0) we must find R -denominators from the set of systems

T{k+i/j]Q[k/j] m      [k/j] = TQ = er      or

(12) '
Tik/j]Q[k/j] = eoP)k/n = T.Q. = eoP¡.
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The following nesting of the Toeplitz matrices is essential

885

(13) 7+1

w; Ti

1

with t¡= fk + 1 +1 and T. + j similarly with t_ ¡ = t¡_,, i = 0, 1, ..., instead of t¡.

The recursion for the /{-denominators are [5] (monic normalization)

(14)

with

Qj+i =

o

Ô/-1

0

p[-\p, + 7 lri-iPj-\Pj

W<

y)

Qj

and initial conditions

Qo=I> Po = t-i>     ro = to-

The matrix factorization interpretation is the following

[I

<N a 0

- ¿n^n - LNDN

(15)

l-N

0

,À,

■ H-,
with DN = diag(r0 • • • rN), or

■ ' W.
0

Po

~ Tn^n - ^NDN

with DN = diagipN • • • p0).   UN and LN contain the ^-denominators, LNDN con-

tains part of the corresponding R-residuals (the lowest degree nonzero coefficients)

and UNDN (part of) the corresponding R-numerators.  The recursion coefficients in

(14) are constructed from the diagonal elements in DN and DN.
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The corresponding ¿-version of (15) is

(150 NLNT = NDNU   and     NUNT=NDNL***

with NT = TfN, NT = Ttf. NU and NU are upper-triangular and NL and NL are

lower-triangular.  We have

(16) TN = LNDNUñ1    and   NT = PN = „¿-1 ND NU.

Instead of the LDU factorization of 7^ and ^r as given in (16), we could also

look for an UDL factorization, viz.

(17)       TN fei-;.

"« *■•['•].

0
Po

— ̂ N^N ~ Un^n

with DN = diagipN • • • p0).

From the second factorization in (15) we see that the Q¡ are R-denominators

for row Lk + l with a comonic normalization and P¡ the corresponding Ä-numerators.

A similar ¿-dual is

(18) ffÜNT=NDNL.

Comparing (15), (16), (17) and (18) and using JTj^J = TN, we get

(19)
Tn ~ ^NDN^N    ~ ^N^N^N

= (/NU~xJ)iJ NDJ)iJ NLJ) = (/ NL-xJ)iJNDJ)iJ NUJ),

from which we conclude that doing the LDU factorization of 7^ requires in fact the

same computations as the UDL factorization of T*N and conversely.

Note also e.g. that ¿^ = /NU~ J, where LN contains the R-residuals for Lk as

columns and NU contains reversed ¿-denominators for Lk + 1 as rows, etc.

With the notations already introduced we have

(20a) JN

*[«kÄ"
= JNU~1J

***The graphical representation is derived from (15) by taking the block transpose, using

the rules for the ordinary transpose and transferring the indices from right to left.
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with/?,- = Rtr{     (normalized residuals) and

887

(20b) UN
-i •w.

0

-1

•

\   I—x—i

JNLJ

with ¡Pj = ¡p   1 ¡P* (normalized numerators) and

(20c) DN = diag(/-0 ■ • • rN) = diag(0p   • • Np) - JNDJ

etc.

The factorizations of TN and 7^' then are

'N

(21a)

0 0

'AT

i—x—I

lIZ_i

N'

(—^r~i

and

T-i2N

(21b)

r- * H - .-i

0
rN

I-T-1

. iß' ;...

Qi

N'

,r
,0'

Also,

(22) iJNUJ)TNUN = diag(r0 ■ • • rN),
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which expresses the biorthogonality of {¡Q}q and ÍQ¡}o w.r.t. 7^ [2].

We are now able to derive a lot of alternative algorithms for (14).  The recursion
r*+S

coefficients of (14) depend on the diagonal elements in DN and DN (see (15)).  In

(14) they were found as inner products.  We could now replace one or two of the in-

ner products by recursions for the columns of LNDN or of UNDN. The way this is

done is trivial and in the style of the derivation of (10).  Computing both LNDN (re-

siduals) and UNDN (numerators) by recursion makes the explicit evaluation of UN, or

what is the same LN (both contain the same denominators), superfluous.   This

would be a continued fraction algorithm as given in [4].

If we want to compute two adjacent rows Lk and Lfc + i, then we have several

possibilities like sawtooth variants, etc. [6].  The most elegant is probably (see also,

[1], [13], [15], [18])

Ö/+1 = a,    with a,. = p¡ 'p¡,

(23a) Qi+i

Pi W<

= ,-i;ßt    with ßt = r¡   r¡ and with

Q,   and

Pi

r,

W¡

Qr

Vf, W¡ and V¡ have been defined earlier and Wf = [t0 • • • t_¡].  Q¡ is a monically nor-

malized denominator for Lk and Q¡ is a comonically normalized denominator for

Lk+ !.  In the scalar case is r¡ = p¡ (see (20)) and this coefficient can be found by re-

cursion, viz.

(23b) ri+, = r, - rpf % = rf(7 - ß,at).

(23b) remains true in the matrix case, but the recursion for pf becomes

(23c) Pi+ i - Pi - P¡rrx rt = ptf - afo).

Because ¡p = r, and p¡ = ¡r, i = 0, 1, ..., it only requires little effort to find

simultaneously the other triangular factors of T^1, containing the ¿-denominators ¡Q

and ¡Q.  Indeed, (23) becomes in its ¿-version

f+,öf= [0,00 -.«[.ô'o],    ¡a = iPip
-i

(230

i+1ßf= [,Öfo] -,.^[0,.í2f],

iP = ri,      iP = iQtWi,

iß

,r Pv <Q%
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and also

<+ ir = ir - iPiP~l ¿r = (/ - ¡a tß),r.

Some further simplification is possible.  Using the persymmetry of NT~ , it is

possible to find that (see [1]) ¡p = p¡ and ¡r = r¡.  So that (23) and (230 can be

summarized in the following scheme that is to be executed in parallel.

Initialization

ro = ?o o'' = *o

Öo = ßo = / oß = oß = I

for i = 0, 1,2, ...

p, = lu ■ ■ ■ 'i-i! Qi = tP = iQ'lt-i ■ ■ ■ L,-il'

ri=[ti+i ••'tl]Ql = lr = tQ%+l-tl)t

ai = ir lPi

Qi+i =

Qi+i ßi

ri+i "rfi-ßfiü

= il-ißia)ri

ia = ¡Pri 1

iß = ïfX

i+iQ

i+iQ

t _

t _

o

M
0

-iß

iQ

o

"o"

iQ

,+ 1r = (f-,atß)tr

= ,r(I -aß,)

This scheme computes the triangular factors of T^1 and jv^-1 ; see (21).  It is like the

algorithm in [1] and is a generalization of the block Levinson algorithm [11], [17]

which computes row L0 in a Laurent-Padé table [10] and in that case also reduces to

the recursion for the Szegó orthogonal polynomials [14], [9], [7].  A continued frac-

tion-like approach [4] gives the extension of the ladder-form analog [12] of the

Levinson algorithm, and this computes the triangular factors of TN and NT themselves.

A derivation of the algorithm can be found in [13] e.g.  We will do the work

over again because it will give a better insight in what is happening in Padé terms.

Set AN - LNDN with LNDN as in (15).  Thus, AN contains R-residuals; and if

we call its elements a^, then

7oo

TNVN =
'10

Wo

'ii

UN1 'NN
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with

ay = [t,  • • t0] [Q¡ 0 • •• 0]' - rW,      0 </ < /.

Using the previous scheme to compute ß/> we obtain a¡0 = t¡, i = 0, 1, ..., and re-

cursively for i > 0,

°i,j+i = [Vfo][0/fi0-0]'

(24a) = [tt — r0] [Oß/0-0]'- [t{ •••r0] [ß/ 0 •■• 0]'a,

= «i-i,/-«f-i./«/-

Thus, ä)_1(/ = [rf • • • r0] [Qj 0 • • • 0]t is the (fc + 1 + i)th coefficient in the tf-

residual that corresponds to ß;- thus ô,-, / = rJíjL/.

The recursion for af. is similar

ai0 =ti+l

and

^^[^•■•'ol^iO-O]'

(24b) =[ti+1---to][Qj0-0]t-[ti+1---to][0Q;0---0]tßj

Clearly, F, = r¿k+ »//I = 5.. andr, = r\*>" = a„.

From (24) we obtain the 7y. and r¡, but to find the other two coefficients p¡ — ¡p

and P; = ¡r, needed to compute a¡, ßt, ¡a and ¡ß, we have to do another factorization.

Indeed, the coefficients p¡ and p¡ are found from the factorization (17), i.e.

Vn=Bn    (=ÜnDn).

BN contains the R-numerators for row k + 1. We number the elements of BN in re-

verse order, so that

Tn^n

bNN        bN,N-l

JN-1,N-1

0

bNO

'00

with

*,/ = [to -U] [0 ••• 0 ô/]f = plXY-'fi-f),      0 </</.

Using again the recursion for ß, we get

Ji0 t_¡,      i = 0,1,2.
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and

hj+i = ito---uno-oQ¡+1]t

(25a) = [t0 -'-#] [0 •• 0 ß/ 0]' - [/0 ■■■t_i] [0 ••• 0 Q)]tßj

= bi_1J-bi_1Jßj

with bif = [r0 • • • t_,-i] [0 • • • 0 Qj]' = PkkJ(}-jy Thus, b{j are Ä-numerator coeffi-

cients for the kth row Lk of the Padé table.  They can be found by the recursion:

bi0 = r_f_,

and

»M+l = [io-'-i-Ji0-0ß/+1]i

(25b) =[ro---r_,._1][O.Oß/]f-[r0

= bij-btiai,

LM][0-0 0/0]'«y

and pf = fp = Z>t7 and p, = ¡r = bir

(24) and (25) put together give an algorithm to find the RCF coefficients of the

PA's that are in row Lk without any inner product evaluation.  The scheme is sum-

marized as

aoo - fo

ßi = aii lfl,7

ai+ 1,0 ~ '<+ 1

ai+ 1,0 ~ (i+ 2

a.-4-1 ; = a,,_, -a

boo - to

boo = t-i

for i = 0, 1,2, ...

a,. = bu 1bii

bi+i,o - t-i-

bi+ 1,0 _ t_¡_2

forj= 1,2, ...,/+ 1

a,1+ i,/ - ui,j-l     ui,j-1 "/-1

i,j ~ ai+1./-1     ai+ l,j-lßj-l

bi+i,j = bu_1 -bij_1ßj_.l

bf+i,j = bi+ij-i - bj+i ]_laJ_1

Herein we compute the left triangular factors in the UL factorization of TN = T^k+ 1^Ar'

and fN = 7,[fc+2/iVl and the left triangular factors in the LU decomposition of TN

and TN = T^k^N'. The right triangular factors in these decompositions are obtained

when using a similar scheme for the left residuals and numerators.

As before, we can apply the algorithm on the series Fiz)-1 to obtain recursions

for columns or vertical sawteeth in the Padé table.
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6.  Conclusion.  Via a matrix factorization interpretation of recursive matrix-

Padé algorithms, there is no problem to carry over all the algorithms from the scalar

case, provided the matrix-Padé table is normal.

Some variants of the algorithms given by Akaike [1] and Rissanen [13] for the

factorization of Toeplitz matrices are given a Padé interpretation.  In this way we ob-

tain generalizations of the Levinson-Wiggins-Robinson [11], [17] algorithm and the

so-called ladder form algorithm [12] for linear prediction.
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